
Illustrated Regulations for Ceremonial Paraphernalia of the Qing dynasty 皇朝禮器圖式 
1796. Beijing: Wuyingdian, 1796. Chapter 6, Imperial Hats and Robes, Part 3: Court dress for the Empress 
Dowager and Empress 卷六，冠服三 

The Ministry of Board of Rites produced a manuscript copy in 1756. In 1759 the Qianlong Emperor ordered the 
book to be edited and expanded, and published at the imperial press (the Wuyingdian), which resulted in the 
print version published in 1766. The book was then revised a second time for inclusion in the imperial 
encyclopedia Siku quanshu (Complete Books of the Four Treasuries), completed in 1796, and expanded from 18 
to 28 chapters (juan). 

Margaret Medley suggests that several fair copies of the illustrated album existed. It appears that these included 
only the original 18 chapters. The illustrated chapters on court costume for the imperial dowager and empresses 
in the Mactaggart Collection were viewed by the Qianlong emperor in or sometime after 1780-81 (and possibly 
date to that year), as indicated by his seal “Seal of the Son of Heaven Enjoying the Happiness of Having Five 
Generations under One Roof in His Seventies.” A second seal, the Yuanmingyuan seal, as well as the leather-
bound gold-stamped box in which the album was stored (the title of which says “Costume of the Court of the 
Chinese Emperor Ch’ien Lung: The Original Paintings from the Summer Palace, Pekin, 18th Cent.”), indicate that 
the album most probably was kept in the Summer Palace (Yiheyuan), close to the Yuanmingyuan, until 1860. 

The preface attributed to the emperor reads, in part: 

We, [accordingly], have followed the old traditions of our dynasty and have not dared to change them, fearing 
that later men would hold us responsible for this, and criticize us regarding the robes and hats; and thus we 
would offend our ancestors. This we certainly should not do. Moreover, as for the Northern Wei, the Liao, the Jin 
as well as the Yuan, all of which changed to Chinese robes and hats, they all died out within one generation. 
Those of Our sons and grandsons who would take Our will as their will shall certainly not be deceived by idle 
talk. In this way the continuing Mandate of our dynasty will receive the protection of Heaven for then thousand 
years. Do not change our traditions or reject them. Beware! Take warning! (The Manchu Dragon, 14) 


























































































